Comparison of quality of clinical supervision as perceived by attending physicians and residents in university teaching hospitals in Tehran
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Abstract
Background: Clinical supervision is an important factor in the development of competency in residency program. Attending physicians play a key role in supervision of residents. However little is known about how attending physicians and residents perceive the quality of clinical supervision. The aim of this study was to explore the differences between perceived qualities of supervision in these two groups in different wards in teaching hospitals in Tehran, Iran.

Methods: A valid questionnaire were completed by 219 attending physicians and residents from surgery, psychiatry, gynecology, pediatrics, internal medicine, orthopedics and radiology wards in two teaching hospital affiliated to Iran University of Medical Sciences. This questionnaire contained 15 items in regards to supervisory roles, rated on a five point Likert scale (1=never, 2=seldom, 3=sometimes, 4=often, 5=always).

Results: Out of 219 participants, 90 (41%) were attending physicians and 129 (59%) were residents. The overall mean±SD scores of perceived clinical supervision achieved by attending physicians and residents were respectively, 4.20±0.5 and 3.00±0.7 which was statistically significant (p<0.05). Attending physicians and residents acquired minimum scores (mean=4.06 and 2.7, respectively) regarding expectation from their supervisor to know and do during training period of residency.

Conclusion: It seems that the clinical supervisory does not have an efficient performance in teaching hospitals which needs to be more assessed and improved. Therefore it is suggested that policymakers in medical education system pay more attention to this important issue and enhance some faculty development programs for clinical educators in Iran.
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Introduction
Supervision is a complex activity and has various definitions. The suggested definition of supervision in clinical setting based on literature review is: the provision of monitoring, guidance and feedback on matters of personal, professional and educational development in the context of the doctor’s care of patients, the ability to anticipate a doctor’s strengths and weaknesses in particular clinical situations in order to maximize patient safety. In fact, the ultimate purpose of supervision is to improve patient care (1).

The supervision of medical residents is one of the leading responsibilities of attending physicians in the clinical setting and it is often assumed that attending physicians
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with good clinical abilities automatically possess good supervisory abilities in teaching medical residents. But unfortunately most attending physicians are unfamiliar with the principles of effective supervision (2,3). Effective supervision is defined as “practice that encourages supervisee development and autonomy, facilitates the supervisory relationship, protects the client, and enhances both client and supervisee outcomes” (4).

The nature of clinical supervision will vary from specialty to specialty and from unit to unit. The nature of the specialty (surgical or non-surgical for example), location (primary care or hospital) and the structure of the clinical team providing the service will be the primary determinants of the sort of supervision required, but in all cases the object of supervision will be the same: to provide the patient with the best possible quality service under the prevailing circumstances (5).

Although clinical supervision has an essential role in medical education, it is probably the least investigated aspect of clinical setting (1). This might be due to limitations including small non-randomized samples, the use of non-validated tools and basic descriptive statistics and a lack of a control or comparison group (6).

Most of attending physicians are aware of its great significance but due to the collision of educational and therapeutic responsibilities, there has been less paid attention on clinical supervision in teaching hospitals. The objective of the present study was to investigate the educational value of clinical supervision as perceived by attending physicians and medical residents in teaching hospitals affiliated to Iran University of Medical Sciences (IUMS).

**Methods**

This study was conducted at teaching hospitals affiliated to Iran University of Medical Sciences (IUMS). The participants were attending physicians and medical residents of surgery, psychiatry, gynecology, pediatrics, internal medicine, orthopedics and radiology, at all levels (year 1–year 4). The developed questionnaire by Busari and Koot (2) was employed in this study then was translated from English to Persian (Farsi) by clinicians who were experts in medical education in Education and Development Center (EDC) at IUMS. This instrument has been shown to be a reliable tool in Persian (Cronbach’s-alpha=0.96). Questionnaires were distributed by authors in the assigned clinical wards through morning sessions where attending physicians and residents were present. Questionnaires were contributed and filled anonymously in all seven wards to obtain attending physicians and medical residents’ perception of the clinical supervision. This validated questionnaire contained 15 items in regards to supervisory roles, rated on a five point Likert scale (1= never, 2= seldom, 3= sometimes, 4= often, 5= always). Some relevant information including the age, gender, years of teaching, marital status were also asked to be completed by participants.

**Statistical Analysis**

Student independent t-test was used to identify differences between attending physicians and residents’ point of view. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare clinical supervision perception in seven clinical wards. Statistical analyses were performed by SPSS16 and values are expressed as mean ± SD. P-value less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

**Results**

Out of 219 participants, 90 (41%) were attending physicians and 129 (59%) were residents. Ages ranged from 26 to 66 years with a mean±SD of 48±8.6 years for attending physicians and 32±3.2 years for medical residents. The number of participants according to the subdivision of wards is shown in Table 1. The overall mean±SD scores of perceived clinical supervision achieved by attending physicians and residents were respectively, 4.20±0.5 and 3.96±0.5.
3.00± 07 and this difference was statistically significant. The overview of perceived clinical supervision is summarized in table 2. Interestingly, out of the 15 items assessed, all were found significantly different among attending physicians and medical residents’ perspective (Table 2).

What attending physicians found weak in their training schedule, based on their poll were as follow: questions six; I clearly specify what the registrars are expected to know and do during the training period (mean±SD=4.0±0.7), question fifteen; I teach principles of cost-appropriate care (mean±SD=3.9±0.8).

Similarly medical residents found poor supervisory roles in clarification of their responsibilities and learning goals which was assessed by question six; The attending physicians clearly specifies what I am expected to know and to do during training period (mean±SD= 2.7±1 ). This definitely shows the lack of an organized educational program to specify the teaching goals and objectives of residency training. However
the other items found as poor supervisory roles among medical residents were related to teaching communication skills with patients and adjusting teaching perspectives with resident’s demands. As shown in table two, these were assessed respectively by questions fourteen (mean±SD= 2.7±1) and seven (mean±SD= 2.8±1).

In terms of comparing different wards in clinical supervision among two groups of attending physicians and residents, statistical significant differences were found in all wards except radiology (p> 0.05). (Table 3, Fig. 1). As it is shown in Table 3, this difference is more prominent in pediatrics and internal medicine wards.

**Discussion**

In this study, the perceived quality of clinical supervision was investigated and compared in seven different clinical wards among two groups of attending physicians and medical residents at teaching hospitals in IUMS.

There are few studies assessing clinical supervision in clinical practice in terms of training medical residents. Although clinical supervision has an essential role in enhancing training and ensuring patient and staff safety, the clinical supervision literature is criticized for methodological limitations (6-7). There would be an inevitable bias in the concept of “self-report” implying that there would be a difference in terms of what participant do and what they say they do (6,8). Due to this limitation we decided to compare the response of the attending physicians and medical residents in terms of medical training.

Similarly, Busari (2,9) assessed the attending physicians and residents’ point of view towards clinical supervision in university and district teaching hospitals in two separate studies in the Netherlands.
both studies, the two teaching hospitals were compared; attending doctor’s found no significant difference between the two different hospital settings and specialist registrars found a better quality of clinical supervision in district teaching hospitals (2,9). In these studies the base of comparison was different hospital setting whereas in our study clinical supervision was compared among attending physicians and residents in seven different wards but only in teaching hospitals.

Through subdivision of wards, we found a statistically significant difference in the perception of clinical supervision among attending physicians and residents in all wards except radiology; suggesting a more compatible educational system in radiology ward. However, this might be due to the fact that the number of radiology residents participating in our survey was lower in comparison with other wards.

Out of fifteen supervisory roles investigated among attending physicians, lack of incorporation of research data and guidelines into teaching, teaching the principles of cost-appropriate care and clarification of expectations towards medical residents were found remarkable for a poor clinical supervision. On the other hand, medical residents found lack of teaching patient/family communication skills, adjustment of teaching to residents’ experiences and specifications of what they are expected to learn and do during the training period as supervisory roles leading to a poor clinical supervision. The lack of specification of educational expectation was common among both attending physicians and residents. That necessitates assigning scheduled educational programs for medical residents during training periods in hospitals which should be organized by medical developmental center.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, considering the significant differences among the two groups of attending physicians and residents for a good clinical supervision, it seems that the clinical supervision does not have an efficient performance in teaching hospitals which needs to be more assessed and improved. Therefore it is suggested that policymakers in medical education system pay more attention to this important issue and enhance some faculty development programs for clinical educators in Iran.
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